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BlipWall for MacOS launches today, bringing Facebook photos to MacOS
Published on 03/31/17
UK based Raaza Ltd. today introduces BlipWall 1.0, the company's new photography
application for Mac OS. BlipWall allows anyone to create desktop wallpaper from a random
selection of their Facebook photos. The app sits in the background and creates a new
collage of random photos at regular intervals, without any work from the user. It provides
a novel way to recall forgotten memory blips by randomly surfacing Facebook photos as Mac
OS desktop wallpaper.
London, United Kingdom - Today sees the launch of BlipWall for MacOS, the new app from
Raaza that creates desktop wallpaper from a random selection of your Facebook photos.
BlipWall provides a novel way to recall forgotten memory blips by randomly surfacing
Facebook photos on your MacOS desktop wallpaper.
The BlipWall app sits in the background and creates a new collage of random photos at
regular intervals, without any work from the user. Every now and then the MacOS desktop is
updated with a new selection of forgotten memories.
Users of the BlipWall app can choose the update interval, whether it be 1 hour or 24, and
can also save and share the collages created by the app. BlipWall makes use of all your
Facebook photo albums for maximum exposure of old memories. It can also make use of
multiple displays if the user has multiple screens. Further improvements can be expected,
such as integration with other social platforms and additional sharing options.
"BlipWall represents our first foray into the MacOS market after having produced multiple
apps for iOS," explained Richard Rauser, founder of London based Raaza Ltd. "The app is
totally free and available now worldwide in the Mac App Store. Get BlipWall now."
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.9 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 2.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
BlipWall 1.0 is Free and available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Photography
category. For more information, please contact Richard Rauser.
BlipWall 1.0:
http://www.blipwall.com
Download from Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/blipwall/id1198908714
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple122/v4/36/95/6c/36956c02-efe8-7e64-a1e7-fea3653a67ca/
screen800x500.jpeg
Application Icon:
http://is4.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple122/v4/1e/39/00/1e39005eb77c-4543-914b-948af343cea6/source/175x175bb.png

Based in London, United Kingdom, Raaza is a social and mobile app development house that
specializes in apps for iPhone, Facebook, Android and more. Copyright (C) 2017 Raaza Ltd.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, OS X, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macintosh are
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registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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